
Attention: Seriously Hate Writing Or Cannot Afford Expensive Ghostwriting Fees?

Read On To Learn How You Can DO ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING YOU
WANT With 4 Brand Spanking New Products, And Make 
Profits Selling These Products As Your Own!

PRICELESS BONUS: When You Reach The End Of This Letter,
You Will Also Discover How YOU Can Jump Start Your Way To

Profits With These Products Almost Immediately!

From: Insert Your Name Here
Date: Sunday, April 24, 2016
Re: Your Own Products...

ear Professional Marketer,

One of the beauties of having your own Information Product is obviously making the
sale  rather than having to wait for someone else to pay you your affiliate
checks, and  of the product price on top of that.

And as long as you're creator of your own product, you own the full rights and in a
real essence, you have the license to decide your own profit potential.

Which is perfect, of course, since you can also brand yourself in the process.

I've also come to know of marketers who publish their work offline, too, simply by
converting their E-Books into hard copy paperbacks - exploding their income further.

And Here Are Even More Reasons Why You
Should Have Your Own Info Product...

You can spawn more than one cash points of your choice from
your own Info Product, such as One Time Offer, back-end offers, and
affiliate links within,
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 Since you own the full rights to your own E-Book(s), you can offer a
"light" version and either charge a lower price to those who can't
afford a bigger investment, or even give it away as a "cookie bite" and
build your opt-in mailing list,

 You can also offer your product in your own paid membership site
or as a bonus to another product you are selling,

You can also earn more by selling the Resell Rights or Private
Label Rights to your product,

And so much more! Your imagination is the limit.

All in all, owning your own Info Product or line of Info Products is one of the best
choices you can ever make in your Information Marketing career.

But There's A Problem...

... and it's called product development or product creation.

However, believe me: selling your own Info Product is too lucrative to be passed
on just because of this barrier.

So let's evaluate your best option possible:

Solution #1: Write Your Own E-Book(s)

Often times, creating your own Info Product demands a lot of writing skill,
expertise, niche marketing research, and incredible knowledge on your
part.

And if you don't have any flair or time for writing or you absolutely hate it,
you will do well to leave this option out.

Solution #2: Hire A Ghostwriter

Some call this the "secret weapon" of gurus. Engaging ghostwriters can be
one of your best choices... only if you can afford it.

And if you don't have at least a few hundred dollars to trust someone else
to do the writing for you, you will have to leave this option out, too.

Solution #3: Purchase Products With Resell Rights

This can be a good and fast way to have instant products to resell and
pocket 100% of the profits. The downside, however, is that you don't
own the product.

In other words, you can only do so much with the product as the ultimate
copyright holder is the product author.



And If None Of The First 3 Solutions Are In Your
Favor, Then...

... may I suggest that you drop your product development chores and get your
hands on...

Not one, but four (4) new, smoking hot Info Products - all targeted at hungry
niches - complete with *no restriction* Private Label Rights!

Yes, you've heard me right.

Contrary to most products out there where product authors are offering limited rights
to their Private Label Rights, I am offering you ZERO restrictions to the usage of
the Info Products.

In a real essence, YOU can do anything you want with them - your
imagination is the limit!

PRICELESS BONUS: When You Reach The End Of This Letter,
You Will Also Discover How YOU Can Jump Start Your Way To

Profits With These Products Almost Immediately!

First, Let Me Tell You About The Products You
Will Be Calling Your Own In The Next Click...

*ZERO Restriction* Private Label Rights #1:

Discover Over 8 Powerful Wealth-Generating
Methods You Can Use To Make A Living From
Selling Products You Don't Have To Create!

The need for affiliate marketers is growing by leaps and
bounds every day as more and more products and
services are being created and pushed into the marketplace.

Thus online businesses of various sizes are always on a
lookout for competent affiliate marketers and are willing to
pay top dollar percentage for every product they can help
successfully sell.

Top Affiliate Tactics reveal over 8 powerful wealth-building methods you can use to
become that one special top affiliate many online businesses would sought after
because of your powerful salesmanship!



In This E-Book, Discover:

8 powerful methods you can use to market other people's
products massively for top affiliate paychecks!

How to use this "underestimated" method to generate a
generously proportion amount of traffic to your affiliate product
squeeze page!

How to write attention-grabbing advertisements and
where to place where "the big pool of fishes" is - and
then pocket affiliate commissions!

The zero-cost and  way you can use in affiliate advertising
( : I will show you how to do it right because below average
affiliates often find themselves spamming with this powerful
method!)

The wave of the future and how you can leverage on a
database of over 100 million users to your favor in
affiliate marketing!

What it takes to earn generous affiliate checks in 4 to 8 pages!

How to get repeat customers through affiliate marketing
- and build your own name in the process!

And much, much more!

You Receive The No Restriction Private Label Rights To This Book
In PDF Format, Raw Word (DOC) File And Editable Photoshop

Source Document To The E-Cover!

*ZERO Restriction* Private Label Rights #2:

Your Info Guide To Beefing Up Your Personal
Computer's Safety From Malicious Threats!

Today, more and more people are using their computers



for everything: from communication and surfing to online
shopping and even E-Banking.

Unfortunately, new viruses and threats are created around
the clock. As we use our computers on a regular basis, we
are vulnerable to malicious threats, hackers, viruses, and
crackers.

Guide To PC Security offers you a quick glance and overview of some of the most
common threats to your PC such as adware, spyware, viruses, hackers, and more -
and how you can worm your way for solutions and prevention measures!

In This E-Book, Discover:

10 easy, cost-effective steps you can take to make your
computer more secure!

5 easy things you can do to protect your Inboxes from spam!

The origin of spyware and adware - the damages they can
do and how you can combat them!

How phishing (or identity theft) is being done online - and how
you can tell it apart from legit emails!

The dangers of keyloggers!

The trusted players in the anti-virus industry that you can resort
to!

And much, much more!

You Receive The No Restriction Private Label Rights To This Book
In PDF Format, Raw Word (DOC) File And Editable Photoshop

Source Document To The E-Cover!

*ZERO Restriction* Private Label Rights #3:

Your Fun-Filled Guide To Match Making The
Online Dating Way In 5 Simple Steps!



Online dating is not all fun and games and there are a lot of
things that a person has to know about online dating before
one gets into the intricacies of it.

Online dating may seem to be the simplest thing in the
world but it is not. It should be viewed in all earnestness or
things could go haywire. Every game has its rules and unless
you know all the rules, you can't just become a good player
and eventually a winner.

5 Steps to Online Dating Success reduces the learning curve and makes the
Online Dating game easy. Starting with explaining what Online Dating really, really
is - the manual goes on to reveal the Online Dating Success formula, broken down
into 5 easy-to-follow steps.

In This E-Book, Discover:

5 easy steps to Online Dating success!

The fundamental need arising from dating (and how NOT
understanding this would put the rest of your relationship in
dating nirvana)!

How to get the most out of Online Dating!

How to get started in Online Dating... even if this is your first
time!

How to do your own matchmaking without a
matchmaker, based on a few key traits you look in
yourself!

What it takes to make yourself "look like a million dollars"!

How to chalk out your own attractive profile!

The 6 pitfalls to avoid when it comes to writing your profile
before getting ready on finding your love online!

4 ways to tell if your online partner is lying! (This is a very
important skill to master and you will save yourself a lot
of grief in the process!)

How to start prospecting for suitable dates and eventually meet
your love partner in person!

And much, much more!



You Receive The No Restriction Private Label Rights To This Book
In PDF Format, Raw Word (DOC) File And Editable Photoshop

Source Document To The E-Cover!

*ZERO Restriction* Private Label Rights #4:

Be Part Of The Wave Of The Future And Join
The Social Networking Age!

Social networking is the latest in-thing on the Internet
today, and is going to be here to stay, as the Information
Age now also combines with the Networking Age.

In addition to being easy to use and navigate, social
networking websites also make it easier to meet new people
online.

While there are many Internet users who would love to make
new friends online, the popularity of social networking sites also attracts the attention
of business people, bands and celebrities alike.

Social Networking EXPOSED! exposes the virtually unlimited potential of social
and profitable benefits of tapping into pools with millions of users online - and how
you can be part of the wave of the future!

In This E-Book, Discover:

The Internet's list of popular social networking sites you
can join for FREE!

How to craft your own attractive profile online!

What NOT to put into your profile! (Otherwise, it would
attract unwanted attention from the wrong group of
people!)

How to use social networking sites to find dates!

What it takes to promote your online business, product
and/or blog through social networking sites!



How to offer an extra boost to your affiliate marketing efforts and
results through social networking sites!

And much, much more!

You Receive The No Restriction Private Label Rights To This Book
In PDF Format, Raw Word (DOC) File And Editable Photoshop

Source Document To The E-Cover!

So, What Can You Do With The NO RESTRICTION
Private Label Rights To These Products?

Well, you can do VIRTUALLY ANYTHING YOU WANT with them! Let me offer
you some money-making ideas:

You can use the products for personal use.

You can put your name on the products as the author!

You can edit the contents, change the E-Cover, re-title the
products, and include your very own back-end affiliate links!

You can break the E-Book contents down to articles for your
viral article submissions, blogs or even e-zine!

You can sell the products, individually or in a package at any
price you wish! The profit potential is yours to decide!

You can add the products into your (free/paid) membership
site for your members to enjoy and increase the perceived value of your
membership content!

You can use the products as a bonus to another product you are
selling!

You can include these products into a paid package and sell at a
higher price!

You can sell the products through auction sites!

You can offer the (Master) Resell Rights - together or separately -
to the products - and sell at a higher price!



You can resell the Private Label Rights to the products at an even
higher price!

You can give the products away - with or without Private Label
Rights - and use them as lead collectors to build your mailing list!

You can change and publish the products offline!

And so much more!

As there are no restrictions imposed on these products, you decide how you want
to use them in your favor to make an avalanche of sales and build your online
business empire!

No need for product development from sratch nor paying  ghostwriting
fees... these products are yours to swap in the next mouse click!

And I've purposely saved the best bit for the last...

Let Me Tell You About The PRICELESS Bonus...

I find it difficult to place a monetary value on it but here's a little
hint: this bonus can help you cover your investment back in the

, possibly the next few hours if you own a mailing
list.

And if your motto is " ", you will find this a perfect
time-saver, too.

Okay, I'll cut the suspense out and show what it really is:

THE PRICELESS BONUS:



So You Can Put Your Name On It, Enter Your Order
Link, And Sell The Package Yourself! You Keep 100% Of
The Sales And Profits Without Having To Share A Single
Cent With Me!

That's right. You can make changes to the products and use them
anyhow you like as there is no restriction applied to them.

But if you want to cover your investment FAST, simply insert your
name into the copy of this letter with its Thank You page, route your
order link, set it up, and market it!

There is no affiliate program attached to this offer and why should
I have it in the first place, when you can exercise the full rights to
this package and make your profits to the max from reselling this
package or even sell the products individually in any format you desire!

All The Good Stuff Told, Here's A Quick Wrap Up
Of Everything You'll Get In This Package:

PLR Product #1: Top Affiliate Tactics

PLR Product #2: Guide to PC Security

PLR Product #3: 5 Steps to Online Dating Success

PLR Product #4: Social Networking Exposed!

Priceless Bonus: A Replica of This Letter with Thank You Page!

So...



Grab The Whole Package And Your Reseller Site For Only $67.00

Insert Your Order Link Here

Warmest Regards,

Insert Your Name Here

P.S. Finally, here's your golden opportunity to own the ** no restriction **
Private Label Rights to over 4 brand new products for cents on the dollar and

 weeks of product development chores! Act now and save yourself weeks and
maybe even months of product development nirvana!

P.P.S. There is NO refund policy attached with this offer, due to the nature of this
offer. When you note the "NO RESTRICTION" Private Label Rights, you will
understand why. This is because once someone has downloaded these products, I'll
have no idea what will happen next. You may take action, do things right and make
money. Or you may do it all wrong - or even do nothing.

If you think that this offer is risky because of the "no refund" policy or don't have any
plans with the products, then I advice you to leave this page. But if you're serious
about your Internet Marketing business and have solid plans on using the
products, then I urge you to act upon this offer right now!

EARNINGS DISCLAIMER

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND IT'S POTENTIAL.
EVEN THOUGH THIS INDUSTRY IS ONE OF THE FEW WHERE ONE CAN WRITE THEIR OWN CHECK IN
TERMS OF EARNINGS, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL EARN ANY MONEY USING THE
TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS IN THESE MATERIALS. EXAMPLES IN THESE MATERIALS ARE NOT TO BE
INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF EARNINGS. EARNING POTENTIAL IS ENTIRELY
DEPENDENT ON THE PERSON USING OUR PRODUCT, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES. WE DO NOT PURPORT
THIS AS A “GET RICH SCHEME.”

ANY CLAIMS MADE OF ACTUAL EARNINGS OR EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL RESULTS CAN BE VERIFIED UPON
REQUEST. YOUR LEVEL OF SUCCESS IN ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN OUR MATERIALS
DEPENDS ON THE TIME YOU DEVOTE TO THE PROGRAM, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES MENTIONED, YOUR
FINANCES, KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS. SINCE THESE FACTORS DIFFER ACCORDING TO
INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS.

MATERIALS IN OUR PRODUCT AND OUR WEBSITE MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES OR



IS BASED UPON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE SECURITIES
LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995. FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS GIVE OUR EXPECTATIONS OR
FORECASTS OF FUTURE EVENTS. YOU CAN IDENTIFY THESE STATEMENTS BY THE FACT THAT THEY
DO NOT RELATE STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR CURRENT FACTS. THEY USE WORDS SUCH AS
“ANTICIPATE,” “ESTIMATE,” “EXPECT,” “PROJECT,” “INTEND,” “PLAN,” “BELIEVE,” AND OTHER WORDS
AND TERMS OF SIMILAR MEANING IN CONNECTION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS
OR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE.

ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS HERE OR ON ANY OF OUR SALES MATERIAL ARE
INTENDED TO EXPRESS OUR OPINION OF EARNINGS POTENTIAL. MANY FACTORS WILL BE
IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS AND NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU
WILL ACHIEVE RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR ANYBODY ELSES, IN FACT NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE
THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY RESULTS FROM OUR IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES IN OUR MATERIAL.


